We model large-scale (≈ 2000 km) impacts on a Mars-like planet using a Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics code. The effects of material strength and of using different Equations of State on the post-impact material and temperature distributions are investigated. The properties of the ejected material in terms of escaping and disc mass are analysed as well. We also study potential numerical effects in the context of density discontinuities and rigid body rotation. We find that in the large-scale collision regime considered here (with impact velocities of 4 km/s), the effect of material strength is substantial for the post-impact distribution of the temperature and the impactor material, while the influence of the Equation of State is more subtle and present only at very high temperatures.
Introduction
Giant impacts occurring at the end stages of planet formation define the properties of the final planets and moons. Examples include Mercury's anomalously thin silicate mantle (Benz et al., 1988 (Benz et al., , 2007 Asphaug and Reufer, 2014) , the origin of the Earth's Moon (Hartmann and Davis, 1975; Cameron and Ward, 1976; Canup and Asphaug, 2001; Canup, 2004 Canup, , 2012 Ćuk and Stewart, 2012; Reufer et al., 2012) or the formation of the Pluto-Charon system (Canup, 2005 (Canup, , 2011 . Smaller, but still planet-scale collisions were proposed for the formation of the martian dichotomy (Wilhelms and Squyres, 1984; Frey and Schultz, 1988; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008; Nimmo et al., 2008; Marinova et al., 2008 Marinova et al., , 2011 . Numerical simulations of such giant impact scenarios are performed using shock physics codes, which are often based on the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method. In such simulations of planet-scale collisions it is typically assumed that material strength is negligible due to large overburden pressures caused by self-gravitation. However, it was found in previous studies (e.g. Jutzi, 2015) that for collisions at 100 km to 1000 km scale, the effect of material strength can still be very important. The impactor size range for which the assumption of purely hydrodynamic behaviour is justified has not yet been studied systematically. Other uncertainties in giant impact simulations are related to the Equation of State (EoS) models. Often used EoS are the simple Tillotson (Tillotson, 1962) EoS (e.g. Marinova et al., 2008 Marinova et al., , 2011 or the more sophisticated (M-)ANEOS (Thompson and Lauson, 1972; Melosh, 2007) . Last but not least, there are potential numerical issues that have to be added to the uncertainties. Concerning the SPH method, known numerical issues are related to surface and contact discontinuities (e.g. Hosono et al., 2013; Reinhardt and Stadel, 2017) or rotational instabilities in rigid body rotations (e.g. Speith, 2006) .
In this study, we focus on large-scale (≈ 2000 km) impacts on a Mars-like planet. The conditions studied here are chosen to be quite general, but at the same time they also cover a range of possible dichotomy forming events (Marinova et al., 2008) . We want to assess the relative importance of the effects mentioned above (i.e., material strength; choice of EoS; numerical issues) in collision simulations of such scale. This knowledge is important in order be able to make an educated choice of the material models and numerical methods, and to know their limitations.
Collisions are modelled using an updated SPH code (Reufer et al., 2012) , which includes self-gravity, a newly implemented strength model (following Jutzi, 2015) and various EoS (Tilloston and M-ANEOS). We investigate the effects of the above mentioned material properties (namely material strength and the EoS models) on the outcome of the collisions for different impact geometries. We focus on the material and temperature distributions in the final planet but also analyse the properties of the ejected material (orbiting and unbound). Finally, potential numerical effects are studied as well. We investigate the known SPH issue in the case of rigid body rotation. We also consider different schemes to compute the density, in order to investigate potential numerical issues at discontinuities (such as the free surface and the core-mantle boundary).
A subset of the SPH calculations presented here is coupled with thermochemical simulations of planetary interiors in a companion paper (Golabek et al., 2017) . The effects of the different models on the long-term evolution (over a time period of about 0.5 Myr) and the crust formation will be discussed there.
In section 2 we describe our modeling approach and discuss in detail the implemented strength model and its coupling with the EoS models. The initial conditions (target and projectile properties and impact geometry) are detailed in section 3. In section 4, we present the results of our simulations using different material models and numerical schemes, followed by a discussion and conclusions in section 5.
Modelling approach
We use a smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code (e.g. Benz and Asphaug, 1994; Reufer et al., 2012; Jutzi, 2015) to model the impact event. The code used here is based on the SPHLATCH code developed by Reufer et al. (2012) . It includes a newly implemented pressure and temperature dependent shear strength model, as described below, which is appropriate for the large scale collisions considered here. in geological materials, we use a different code, which also includes a tensile fracture and a porosity model (see Jutzi, 2015, for details) . SPH uses a Lagrangian representation where material is divided into particles. Quantities are interpolated ('smoothed') by summing over surrounding particles (called neighbours) according to
where B i represents the quantity (field variable) to be interpolated, and x i , h i and V i are the position, smoothing length, and volume of particle i, respectively. W ( x, h) is a smoothing kernel, which has the propriety to vanish if x > 2h, so that the hydrodynamic variables (pressure, density, stress tensor) are integrated over a local group of neighbouring particles.
In our simulations, we use a 3D cubic spline kernel (Monaghan and Lattanzio, 1985) . This interpolation scheme is used in SPH to solve the relevant differential equations. In standard SPH, the density is computed by direct summation (equation 1). We refer to this method as density summation through this article. Alternatively, it can be computed by using the changing rate of density, which is given by the continuity equation:
where D/Dt stands for the substantive time derivative. We call it density integration. A similar equation gives the time derivative of the smoothing length:
Thus the smoothing length grows in sparse regions and shrinks in dense regions, so that the number of neighbours within 2h is ≈ 50. Body accelerations are the result of the pressure gradient, and for this we use the pressure as computed from an equation of state (EoS) (see below), which is a function P (ρ, u) of density ρ (see equation 2) and internal energy u. For solid materials the pressure gradient is generalised into a stress tensor (Benz and Asphaug, 1994) with the resulting equation of motion given by:
The stress tensor is defined as
where P is the pressure, δ ab is the Kronecker symbol and σ ab is the traceless deviatoric stress tensor. The time evolution of σ ab is computed adopting Hooke's law as in Benz and Asphaug (1994, 1995) . In the limit of zero deviatoric stress this reduces to the familiar pressure-gradient acceleration. Energy conservation now reads
withε αβ being the strain rate tensor. In standard SPH, the computation of the strain and rotation rate tensors fails to conserve angular momentum in rigid body rotations. Following the approach by Speith (2006) , we use a correction tensor in the computation of the velocity derivatives, which allows conservation of angular momentum at the cost of an additional computation step.
Equations (4) and (5) describe an entirely elastic material. To model plastic behaviour we use a Drucker-Prager-like yield criterion (e.g. Collins et al., 2004; Jutzi, 2015) . The model has one yield strength σ i , corresponding to intact material, and another σ d corresponding to completely fragmented material:
where C is the cohesion (yield strength as zero pressure), σ M is the von Mises plastic limit, and µ i and µ d are the coefficients of friction for intact and completely damaged material, respectively. We set them as µ i = 2 and µ d = 0.8 as in Collins et al. (2004) . Note that σ d is limited to σ d < σ i at high pressures. For the large-scale collisions considered here cohesion and tensile strength are negligible due to the large gravity-induced lithostatic stress (see e.g. . We therefore set C = 0. However, shear strength (limited by σ M ) is still important and cannot be neglected, as we shall see below.
The yield strength of intact material is a function of temperature. To take this into account, we adopt the same relation as in Collins et al. (2004) :
where ξ is a material constant which we set to ξ = 1.2, T is the temperature and T m is the corresponding liquidus temperature (see below). If T > T m the material is molten and we set σ = 0. Finally, if the measure of the stress state, the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor
exceeds σ, the components of the deviatoric stress tensor are reduced by a factor σ/σ ll . The parameters for the solid rheology model are provided in To complete the set of equations, an equation of state providing a relation between pressure, temperature and density is needed. We use either Tillotson (Tillotson, 1962) or (M-)ANEOS (Thompson and Lauson, 1972; Melosh, 2007) . The Tillotson equation of state provides both the pressure P and the speed of sound as output, but it does not give the temperature directly, so as an approximation we use the internal energy as a proxy for temperature by dividing by the heat capacity
In this case equation (9) is modified to use u and u m instead of T and T m respectively, and u m is treated as a material constant independent of pressure. Iron parameters are from Tillotson (1962) (also in Melosh, 1989 ) and the ones for olivine from Marinova et al. (2008) . For a more physical computation of temperature, and to handle phase transitions in a more thermodynamically consistent way than is done with Tillotson EoS, we use ANEOS (Thompson and Lauson, 1972) for iron with the parameters provided in table 2, and M-ANEOS (Melosh, 2007) for silicates. These equations of state provide numerous output variables including the temperature and phase information (e.g. melt and vapor fraction). Depending on the parameters used in the equation of state, this phase information can be given in different ways. For iron, it can be used to infer the melting temperature at a given pressure. However, this is not the case for silicates, for which we apply the same procedure as used in Senft and Stewart (2009) to obtain the melting temperature at a given pressure.
It is important to point out that neither the Tillotson nor the ANEOS equation of state include the latent heat of melting and therefore, temperatures above the melt temperature are overestimated.
Shocks occur when the impact speed (or particle velocity) exceeds the sound speed in the medium. If not treated properly, this can lead to particle interpenetration and other nonphysical effects. We use a standard artificial viscosity term (Monaghan, 1992 ) that deposits internal energy and momentum behind the shock in a manner that is consistent with the Hugoniot shock relations (c.f. Melosh, 1989) but spread out over several smoothing lengths.
In addition to the body force accelerations given by equation (4), we also compute the accelerations due to self-gravity, using a tree-code method (Barnes and Hut, 1986) .
The set of equations described above provides the time dependence of the physical quantities, which are then integrated using a prediction-correction scheme (Press, 2002) . For a more detailed description of the method see e.g. .
Initial conditions

Setup
We perform a series of SPH collision models, where we use a Mars-mass target body (r = 3400 km) and an impactor with 1000 km radius. We use different EoS (ANEOS or Tillotson), material rheologies (solid or fluid) and numerical schemes (density summation or integration), in order to study the effects on the collision outcome and to asses their relative importance. For each combination, we use two impact angles: 0°(head-on) or 45°(oblique), which gives a total of 16 simulations. The mutual escape velocity (Asphaug, 2010 ) defines the impact speed. As a nominal case, we define the simulation with ANEOS, solid rheology, integrated density and oblique impact angle.
The target and impactor both start with a Mars-like internal structure with an iron core radius half of the body radius, while SiO2 comprises the bodies' mantles. The use of SiO2 to represent Mars' basaltic mantle is a simplified but reasonable assumption, given available equation of state information. Note also that the crust of the target is not resolved at these large scales and is not explicitly included in the model. For simulations using Tillotson EoS, each layer is initially isothermal; iron core temperature is fixed to T Fe = 1800 K and mantle to T Si = 1500 K. For the simulations with ANEOS, an isentropic profile is used for which core's central temperature is 1800 K and for the silicate at the core-mantle boundary it is 1500 K. The choice of these values is explained in Golabek et al. (2017) .
We begin by setting up self-gravitating, hydrostatically-equilibrated planets, starting with one-dimensional (1D) spherically symmetric bodies modelled using a Lagrangian hydrocode (Benz, 1991) with the same EoS as in the SPH model. This structure is divided in 1 000 cells (100 for the impactor) of equal mass. Cell boundaries according to the force balance between self-gravity and pressure (including a damping term). This profile is evolved until hydrostatic equilibrium is reached so that radial velocities are small (less than 1% of the escape velocity). Afterwards we transfer the 1D radial profile onto SPH particles that are placed onto a 3D lattice. Parameters of each particle are copied from the profile according to the radius. As particles are equally spaced on the lattice, variation of density is taken into account by adjusting the particle mass. The spherical SPH bodies are then also evolved in an initialising step to reach a hydrostatic equilibrium and negligible radial velocities. Thus the SPH simulations start with two relaxed differentiated spherical planets approaching from several radii away; they get tidally deformed prior to the impact.
The SPH simulations are performed with a resolution of about one million particles for the target. The number of particles for the impactor is scaled according to the mass ratio between the two objects, so that particle spacing h is approximately constant, for the greatest numerical accuracy during the collision. The corresponding smoothing length is then approximately 60 km for both bodies.
Initial radial profiles
Initial radial profiles of density, pressure and temperature are shown in figures 1 and 2 for the impactor and target respectively. For the cases with the Tillotson EoS, the internal energy is being evolved during the equilibration phase, hence the spread in temperature. The comparison with a case where this value is kept fixed is discussed later in section 4.3.3. The 1D profiles for the two different approaches to compute the density (density sum and density integration) are identical as the distinction only happens during the SPH phase itself.
There is a noticeable difference in the density between the cases with a different EoS: iron has higher density with ANEOS and the opposite happens for silicate. The density contrast at the core-mantle boundary is thus higher when using ANEOS. Since the objects have the same mass in the two cases, their radius is affected by this density variation and we obtain about 3440 km using ANEOS and 3290 km using Tillotson, which makes a relative difference of the radii around 4 %. It is known that standard SPH has problems handling sharp density changes, at boundaries between materials and at the surface. We see artificial numerical effects at these locations. With density summation, particles beyond the boundary enter in the SPH sum (equation 1) and thus smooth the discontinuity. Particles in this region then have a slightly different density. At the surface, the effect is due to the lack of close-by particles (see Reinhardt and Stadel, 2017 for an improved scheme). The density variation is reflected in pressure and temperature. Although in the case of density integration there is no such summation involved to compute the density, there are still some artificial effects (oscillations) at the boundaries. More sophisticated ways to deal with discontinuous boundaries in SPH have been developed recently (e.g. Hosono et al., 2013) and shall be implemented in our code for future studies.
However, as we shall see below, the amplitude of the unphysical 'noise' in the initial profiles is small enough not to affect significantly the outcome of the collision simulations.
Results
Nominal case
We show a time series of the nominal case along with the corresponding fluid case in figure 3 . Shown are the post-impact material and temperature distributions. The simulations start roughly two hours before the first snapshot. Due to the angular momentum transferred to the target by the impact, the target begins to rotate after a few hours, hence the impact location is shifted by ∼ 180
• between the two last snapshots. One can note the impactor's tidal deformation before the impact mainly in the fluid case. The effect of the material rheology leads to significant differences in terms of the post-impact material and temperature distribution. Another notable difference is the degree of the impact induced target oscillation, which is much stronger in the fluid case (see snapshots at 3 and 4 h). The heat generated by the impact is spread out over a broader region with solid rheology compared to the fluid one. Already at t = 0.25 h the higher temperature zone extend to several hundreds of kilometres away from the contact zone and expands until covering a wide region at the end of our simulations. With fluid rheology only the contact zone has high temperature material at the beginning and towards the end only impactor material retains these high temperatures. Note that the annulus of warm material (∼ 3000 K) that forms at the target's core-mantle boundary with solid rheology is not due to the impact but is an artificial feature caused by the set up routine. The small remaining velocities (on the order of 10 m/s) at the beginning of the impact simulation, when forces are enabled and the damping term removed are sufficient to create instabilities that lead to internal energy increase due to the artificial viscosity.
At early times, the impactor does not penetrate as deep inside the target with solid rheology as in the fluid case (see snapshots at 0.50 h and 0.92 h).
To get a better overview of the location where impactor material is deposited inside the target at the end of the simulation, we show a cumulative mass plot against radius in figure 4. The curves are normalised by the total mass of each material.
Note that some of the impactor's silicate material is still orbiting around the body or has been ejected. This accounts for 13 wt% and 18 wt% for the fluid and solid rheologies respectively. In both cases, about one sixth of this material is still bound whereas the remaining is on an escaping orbit.
There are significant differences for impactor's material distribution between the two rheologies. 27 wt% of impactor's core remains inside the mantle with solid rheology whereas this value falls to 3 wt% for fluid rheology. The remaining lies at the target's core-mantle boundary. The impactor's silicate shows a different behaviour. For fluid rheology, there is a small part close to the core-mantle boundary, some inside the target's mantle and the majority close to the surface. For solid rheology, there is one half distributed inside the mantle and the other half close to the surface.
Comparison of EoS and material rheologies
The results from our series of 16 simulations, using different material rheologies, EoS and numerical schemes are shown in figure 5 for oblique cases and in figure 6 for head-on ones. The differences between density integration and summation will be discussed in section 4.3.2. Temperature and energy distributions for four of these cases (oblique impacts; density integration) are provided in figure 7. Note that our nominal case and its fluid counterpart that were discussed in the previous section are shown again in the first row of figure 5 (ANEOS; integrated density) and with the black lines on figure 7 .
At first look, we note that the differences (concerning material and temperature distribution) discussed in the previous section between the runs with rheologies are also present in the simulations using different EoS and numerical techniques (density computation). The more pronounced temperature increase around the impact zone with solid rheology is noticeable on figure 7 between 2000 and 3000 K; it is about 10 − 20 wt% for ANEOS and a bit less for Tillotson.
The differences between the runs with different EoS are more subtle. For instance, using the Tillotson EoS, the impactor's particles close to the surface have higher temperatures. This effect appears both in figures 5 and 6 as well as in 7. In figure 7, the curves for the two EoS diverge above about 4000 K, whereas the energy distribution remains similar. ANEOS includes the latent heat of vaporisation which our simple conversion formula (eq. 11) for Tillotson neglects. Hence the high temperatures are overestimated with Tillotson. It should be noted that for silicate, neither EoS takes the latent heat of melting into account. One can also see in figure 7 that the behaviour at low temperature depends on the initial profile, and that almost all mantle gets a small temperature increase (of the order of hundred kelvins).
When looking at head-on cases, again the same general features appear. Hot surface material is now located directly above the impact location. The fluid cases however show some specific results. The impact itself produces surface waves that propagate and are focused at the antipode. At this location, these waves lead to some spallation of mantle material, which gets heated when falling back. We thus see an increase in temperature at the antipode; here there are some notable differences between the Tillotson and the ANEOS cases.
Comparing the influence of both effect, we find that rheology plays an important role for both material and heat distribution, even at this scale. The EoS, despite changing the radius of the bodies by ∼ 4 %, has little influence on these effects. Compared to Tillotson, the more sophisticated temperature computation by ANEOS, which includes the latent heat of vaporisation, leads to differences only at relatively high temperatures (above 4000 − 5000 K). 
Numerical effects 4.3.1. Rotational instability
In figure 8 we show the effect of applying the correction tensor in the computation of the stress tensor to avoid rotational instability effects in the case of a solid rheology (e.g. Speith, 2006) . As it can be seen, the post-impact material and temperature distributions are very similar in the cases with and without correction tensor, except for the temperature artefact due to the set up routine at the core-mantle boundary. We note that the amplitude of the artificial temperature increase at the boundary is much smaller in the simulation with the correction tensor (about ∼ 1000 K increase) than in the one without (about ∼ 5000 K increase). Furthermore, the longer term target rotation is slower in the case without correction tensor, because the angular momentum is not conserved.
The angular momentum is plotted as a function of time in figure 9 for the two cases. We also include the corresponding fluid case for comparison. For the solid rheology with correction and the fluid rheology, the variation of angular momentum over the whole simulations (about 20 h) is lower than 1 % whereas for the solid rheology without correction, angular momentum is reduced by almost 25 %. The decrease starting a few hours after time impact reflects the slow down of the rigid body rotation which is not treated correctly without the correction tensor. Ejected material is not subject to this problem as it does not encounter solid forces. The rotation rate decrease implies that target's position is not the same during late stages of simulations. At 18 hours after impact, the target rotated around 20 degrees less than in the case where angular momentum is conserved ( figure 8) . Here, the target rotates about 100
• between the merging of both cores at two hours after the impact and the end at 18 hours. These results confirm that standard SPH does not handle well problems which involve rigid body rotation (Speith, 2006) and point out the importance of applying the correction tensor to deal with such cases, in particular for situations where the rotation timescale is comparable to the simulated time.
Density computation (summation vs. integration)
As discussed in section 2, we test two different methods to compute the densities of the SPH particles. We use density integration for our nominal cases.
Major differences arise at the boundaries between materials or at the surface where steep density gradients are located. For density summation, a group of particles separates in all quantities shown in radial profiles (figures 1 and 2). These groups contain particles closer than 2h from the boundary and where the adjacent material enters in the SPH sum (or where there is a lack of neighbouring particles when close to the surface). Their density is shifted towards the one beyond the boundary. For integrated density, as no such sum is involved, particles close to the boundary do not separate from the remaining. However, there are still some oscillations close to the discontinuity.
Despite the issues mentioned above, which result in different initial density profiles (at the boundaries), the results at end of the simulations do not show any major differences between the two schemes (figures 5 and 6). However, there are some subtle effects. For instance, we observe a different behaviour of hot surface particles which were ejected during the early stage of impact and reaccreted later on. With ANEOS and density summation, they form a layer separated from the planet's surface. In the other cases, this feature is less pronounced and not present at all in the cases with density integration. In the ANEOS case, the different densities of the surface particles also affect the temperature (figure 10, left panel) although the energy distribution remains essentially identical. As surface particle density is lower in the density summation case than for density integration, ANEOS does not find them in the same phase: mixed liquid-vapour for the former and liquid in the latter. Density summation simulations exhibit lower temperature since part of the internal energy is used for the phase transition rather than temperature increase. This explains the absence of material with temperature above 6000 K with ANEOS density summation on the figure.
The second small bump located between 2 000 and 3000 K in the case with solid rheology and density summation (solid blue line on figure 10 ) is due to the core-mantle boundary.
As phase transition does not influence the temperature in the case with Tillotson EoS, we don't see this feature on the right panel of figure 10 . We note that the differences between the numerical schemes discussed above result from differences at small scales, representing only a small fraction of the total mass involved in the simulation. Even at the relatively high resolution (one million SPH particles) used in the simulations performed here, some of these small-scale features are under-resolved. This is certainly the case for the layer of reaccreted material discussed above. Also the peak pressures and temperatures produced in the initial stages of the collision may not be fully resolved.
With the resolution used in the simulations presented here, the numerical scheme with density integration appears to be the better choice as it leads to a better defined surface. It is clear, however, that a more consistent treatment of the boundaries, as well as very high resolution simulations, are required to obtain more accurate physical properties at such small scales.
Effect of the initial energy profile (constant energy vs. integrated energy)
Bodies computed using the Tillotson EoS were evolved during set up phase with the internal energy allowed to vary. This leads to a spread in temperature for those bodies shown in figures 1 and 2 as well as the density decrease close to the centre for the impactor computed using density summation.
For test purposes, a second series of bodies was generated with internal energy kept Table 3 : Impact-induced rotation periods for oblique geometry runs constant. For the latter case we don't observe a density decrease close to body centres. We don't observe any notable difference between the results from the two different setup schemes. A comparison is shown in figure 11 . The main differences are located at the coremantle boundary where the effect of the set up method discussed here and the instability with solid rheology explained in section 4.1 overlap. This effect is small compared with all the previously discussed parameters.
Rotation period
The rotation periods resulting from the oblique impacts considered in this study, calculated by applying a correction tensor to the angular momentum, are presented in table 3. They are comparable to Mars' present rotation period. All fluid rheology runs have a very similar rotation periods (1.11 − 1.14 Martian sideral days). The solid rheology usually leads to a slightly slower rotation, except for the case with Tillotson EoS and density summation which does not follow this trend and is rotating faster.
Ejecta, disc mass and escaping material
We provide in table 4 components of non-accreted material. The amount of unbound material ("Escaping" column) remains almost constant from several hours after impact onward. At the end of the simulations, it represents the biggest component of the ejecta. We find that runs with fluid rheology lead to roughly 30% less escaping mass than the runs with solid rheology. This is visible in figure 4 as the impactor's mantle (purple lines) is less present in the planet with solid rheology. The impactor penetrate less deeply inside the target during the initial phase for the latter case. As consequence, there is a slight increase in the amount of material not directly accreted by the planet, which is reflected in the escaping mass.
The amount of material which is still bound but not (yet) reaccreted is lower than the amount of escaping material by 6 hours after impact. It decreases as material fall back onto the planet and eventually reaches a value about three times lower at the end. For a further analysis of that part, the reader is referred to Golabek et al. (2017) . Table 4 : Non accreted masses for oblique geometry runs. Ejecta column gives the amount of bound ejecta, computed at 6 hours after impact. Disc is the amount of material that remains orbiting around the simulations' end (18 hours after impact) and Escaping represents the unbound material, also at simulations' end.
Also shown in table 4 are the disc's masses. These values fluctuate and tend to increase with time. Particles composing the disc come from a small subset of the bound ejecta. We find large variations of the disc mass, depending mostly on the numerical scheme. However, the discs masses are very small (a few 10 −4 M M ars at most) and are under-resolved (they contain between 138 and 332 SPH particles for density summation and up to 74 for density integration). Much higher resolution would be required to obtain meaningful results in terms of the properties of such small discs. We note that recent studies of the impactformation of the Martian moons (Citron et al., 2015; Canup and Salmon, 2016) , which considered comparable disc masses, used similar or lower resolution and did not include material strength.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we model large-scale (≈ 2000 km) impacts on a Mars-like planet using an updated SPH code (Reufer et al., 2012) , which includes self-gravity, a newly implemented strength model (Jutzi, 2015) and various EoS (Tilloston and M-ANEOS). A subset of these simulations is used as initial conditions in a thermochemical code to study the long-term interior evolution of Mars (Golabek et al., 2017) . Here, we investigate the effects of material strength and of using different EoS. Some potential numerical effects (in the context of discontinuities) which may result from the different ways to compute the density in SPH are studied as well. Finally, an advanced SPH scheme to avoid rotational instability in rigid body rotation (Speith, 2006 ) is applied and tested in the regime of large-scale collisions.
We find that in the collision regime considered here (with impact velocities of 4 km/s), the Tillotson and ANEOS equations of state lead to post-impact temperature distributions which are quite similar in the temperature range below ∼ 4000 K with only subtle differences. This indicates that the Tillotson EoS works reasonably well in this regime (where vaporisation is not significant) and the simple estimation of the temperature from the specific energy by using a constant heat capacity T = u/c p is justified.
On the other hand, our results strongly suggest that the effect of material strength is substantial even for the large-scale collisions considered here. When strength is taken into account, the post-impact distributions of the impactor material and temperature are very different. For instance, in this case, the heat generated by the impact is spread out over a much broader region of mantle material localised around the impact point. We expect this finding to be generally important for collisions in this regime. We note that previous SPH simulations at this scale (e.g. Marinova et al., 2008; Canup, 2005; Citron et al., 2015; Canup and Salmon, 2016) did not include material strength. Our results also suggested that Pluto-Charon type collisions (e.g. Canup, 2005) might well be in a regime where material strength is not negligible.
The different density computation schemes used here do not show large differences in the final global outcome of the simulations. However, we observe some differences at small scales, and a more consistent treatment of density discontinuities (e.g. Hosono et al., 2013) is needed. Our study confirms that the known issue of standard SPH in the case of rigid body rotation is solved by using an appropriate correction tensor which increases the SPH consistency (Speith, 2006) .
In conclusion, our results show that in the modelling of collisions at scales of ≈ 2000 km, it is essential to use a material strength model. The details of the EOS are less important in this regime. Finally, an improved treatment of boundaries as well as a very high resolution are required to obtain accurate physical properties at small scales.
